everyday life; only this everyday life is the "yellow" life in Springfield, an effective trick to keep the reader's attention alive. This book does not mention, or overlooks, the issues involving science and society, the controversial matters, ethics. The environment, communication, development are the background to strictly scientific issues Halpern explains to readers in order to make them understand.
Malaspina interprets The Simpsons from another viewpoint. First of all, he highlights their ordinary life as a family. If the Simpsons really exist -and they do, for there are 60 million viewer every week! -their existence must be sociologically viable. It means that this (American) society is one in which the Simpsons can really be citizens. And this society is pervaded by science at all levels of life.
At school, obviously, because it is where science is taught, but also because school is the setting to much of the clash between science and faith (hence, better to persuade them young than to linger on…). In the workplace, because Homer works in a power plant where the workers' disputes intertwine with the need for energy of the Springfield citizens and with the reasons of profit embodied by the businessmen Montgomery Burns. Outdoors, because the environmental issues are always involved, from the energy concerns to pollution, the GMOs and waste disposal. In the hospital, where Homer has a kidney removed to be transplanted in his dying father and Marge undergoes cosmetic surgery; or when the GP treats Bart's Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). In the media, i.e. either newspapers, radio or television, which frequently witness or spur scientific and social controversy.
But most of all, science is in the family, at the Simpsons'. Round the table, in front of the telly, when back from school, children and parents take home issues ranging from the science-faith relation to the rotation of the water going down the sink; from food to air and water pollution. The family is the setting to discussions degenerating into real fights where the members play the typical roles in any sciencerelated conflict. Nonetheless, conflicts at the Simpsons' are frequently ended by declarations of family love that overcome all different visions (without tackling them) to protect the cohesion of the family itself: possibly a post-modern and quarrelsome household, but most of all, a traditional and united one.
Quite interestingly, the two authors provide two different interpretations of the same episodes, and frequently they are very distant. The former sees teaching occasions in them, the latter sees sociological cross-sections. The two viewpoints, by Halpern and Malaspina, mirror two different looks on science. For the American writer, science is something that has to be taught; there are some facts that stands out for their scientific character. The Simpsons are there to wink at you, spies of scientific references that penetrate everybody's language and knowledge. Nothing like an in-depth knowledge, just comfortable and alluring hooks where to hang an explanation, coloured in "yellow". What's science ever done for us? sees science from the outside, with its deductive chains and its angular mathematics. He does not interpret science as part of the TV series but identifies it in some of the episodes of the TV series. Malaspina goes further into depth. He does not try to teach anything -his is just an "unauthorized guide", not a manual for sure! -but simply to make us acknowledge that the relation the Simpsons -and, more in general, Springfield citizens -have with science is nothing but the one we all have. A relation not aimed at understanding an event, rather one that feeds on feelings, fears, ungrounded trust, irrational expectations and feelings under your skin. Not even a relation anymore, but a correspondence to life.
Life in Springfield is just like life in our cities and in them both science enters your home from the window, the TV, the mobile phones, the schoolbag of your children and especially from their words and thoughts. Malaspina has a careful look on all of this; Halpern thinks everyday life is a source for some good lessons. In conclusion, the Italian release is a Simpson-logy essay acknowledging the centrality of science in our lives, whereas the American book is a science manual based on The Simpsons.
Translated by Massimo Caregnato

